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The lifetime of optical components is determined by the combination of laser-induced damage initiation probability and damage
propagation rate during subsequent laser shots. This paper reviews both theoretical and experimental investigations on laser-
induced damage initiation and growth at the surface of optics.Thedamagemechanism is generally considered as thermal absorption
and electron avalanche, which play dominant roles for the different laser pulse durations. The typical damage morphology in the
surface of components observed in experiments is also closely related to the damage mechanism. The damage crater in thermal
absorption process, which can be estimated by thermal diffusion model, is typical distortion, melting, and ablation debris often
with an elevated rim caused by melted material flow and resolidification. However, damage initiated by electron avalanche is often
accompanied by generation of plasma, crush, and fracture, which can be explained by thermal explosion model. Damage growth
at rear surface of components is extremely severe which can be explained by several models, such as fireball growth, impact crater,
brittle fracture, and electric field enhancement. All the physical effects are not independent but mutually coupling. Developing
theoretical models of multiphysics coupling are an important trend for future theoretical research. Meanwhile, more attention
should be paid to integrated analysis both in theory and experiment.

1. Introduction

When a low-intensity laser passes through a transparent
material, little or no effect may be detected. However, when
the intensity of the laser is increased, the effects of interaction
between laser and material may become obvious, including
temperature rise, expansion, strain, distortion, nonlinear
absorption, and transmittance change. As the laser intensity
increases further some nonreversible changes may occur in
the materials or components, such as melting and evapora-
tion, material softening and bending, pitting, cracking, and
shattering.

Interaction between laser and optical components can
cause permanent changes which are called laser-induced
damage (LID) in the material. The laser-induced damage
threshold (LIDT) is that level of radiation which initiates
some alteration of the optics under examination. Damage
sites and defects in the beam path cause a loss in transmitted

energy to the target. Meanwhile, LID scatters light, which
ablates or damages the structural materials in the vicinity
of the optics. This in turn can contaminate the optics
and initiate further damage [1–3]. Finally, damage growth
beyond a critical size may cause catastrophic failure of optical
components [4].

It is generally recognized that LID in polished optical
surfaces is due to local defects. These potentially include
distributed point defects, microinclusions, and microcracks
generated during the polishing process. Optical-material-
surface processing inevitably modifies the near-surface layer
as shown in Figure 1.

It is unlikely that large-aperture optical surfaces without
any defects can bemanufactured in the near future.Therefore,
the useful lifetime of the optics depends largely on the rate at
which damage can grow under subsequent illumination. The
key point is full understanding of light interaction with the
damaged material.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the subsurface damage [5].

Several mechanisms are usually used to explain the laser
absorption in the damage sites. Heating of fused silica can
result in efficient absorption of UV radiation because of
the loss of oxygen [6]. The high pressure [7], densified
material, and structure changes [8, 9] generated by laser light
absorption may initiate additional absorption. The interfer-
ence of the scattered light caused by the crushed material
and microcracks in damage spots produces local intensity
spikes where breakdown can take place, igniting plasma and
producing the enhanced absorption [10]. In reality, all of these
mechanisms are probably important and manifest to some
degree.

During last decades, numerous theoretical and experi-
mental methods have been used to study the laser damage
initiation and growth. The experimental studies focus on the
test of laser-induced damage threshold, the characterization
of damage morphology, and light modulation to the down-
stream optics.The theoretic studies focus on the mechanisms
of laser damage initiation and growth, computational models
to estimate damage behavior, and modulation of damage
to laser beam quality. Development of damage mitigation
techniques is currently a hot topic based on above researches.

In this paper, the damage mechanisms of optical mate-
rials initiated by laser pulse are firstly introduced. Thermal
absorption and avalanche ionization of material during pulse
irradiation are discussed in detail. Secondly, the recently
reported experimental results about laser-induced damage
are summarized. Finally, the typical theoretical models are
described and some simulated results consistent with experi-
ments are presented. In this review, we attempt to summarize
the main mechanisms and related phenomena of laser-
induced damage and provide reference for damagemitigation
techniques.

2. The Mechanisms of Laser-Induced Damage

The effects of laser pulse duration on laser-induced damage
in different materials are similar which points to properties
of laser-induced damage which are material independent
and give insight to the underlying physics of laser-induced
damage [11]. It is clear that the investigations of damage
mechanism are fundamental and essential.

There are generally two main mechanisms which cause
laser-induced damage. The first one is thermal absorption,

which arises from deposition of the laser energy in the
material. This process may be generally observed during
radiation of continuous wave, long pulse lengths, and high-
pulse-repetition-frequency pulse trains. The second one is
electron avalanche, which arises when the electric field
density is high enough or the energy is delivered at a high
intensity to strip electrons from the lattice. These apply when
the pulse lengths are short enough for avalanche ionization to
take place andwhen the thermal absorption is low enough for
the avalanche threshold to be below the thermal threshold.
Laser-induced damage may be caused by single mechanism
or both the above mechanisms in concert [12].

2.1. Thermal Absorption. Some energy of a laser incident on
a material is absorbed in the form of heat. The interaction
depends largely on the beamparameters, ambient conditions,
component properties, and microstructure [13]. Meanwhile,
mostmaterials contain absorbing impurities whichmay orig-
inate either from the rawmaterials or from themanufacturing
processes. The absorption is made up of two parts which
are material intrinsic absorption and localized impurity
absorption in the transmitting region of the spectrum.

2.1.1. Material Intrinsic Absorption. In a transmitting
medium, laser radiation is absorbed in a cylinder passing
through the material along the beam. It causes both local
temperature rise of material and radial strain between
the cylinder centre line and the edge of component. The
temperature distribution and evolution as well as the radial
strain depend on many factors, such as beam diameter, pulse
duration, reflectivity, component size, thermal diffusion,
and material strength. In order to avoid complications,
appropriate simplification and assumptions are essential.

The power density deposited at a depth 𝑧 in a material
with reflectivity 𝑅 by a laser with incident intensity 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)
is given by [14–16]

𝐽
𝑎
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) × (1 − 𝑅) 𝛼
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𝑧
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]} ,

(1)

where 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient and 𝐷 is the thermal
diffusivity of the material. The dimensions of 𝐽

𝑎
are 𝐽/(𝑚3𝑠).
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It has been shown that thermal radiation from the hot
surface can be neglected at all absorbed flux densities for
pulses shorter than 10

−6 s [14]. Moreover, if the thermal
properties are considered independent of temperature, the
differential equation for heat flow in a semi-infinite slab of
material with a boundary at 𝑧 = 0 is [16]

∇
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where𝐷 is the thermal diffusivity of the slab and 𝜅 is thermal
conductivity.

If the centre of the beam reaches the melting point of the
material under test, 𝑇

𝑚
, a damage threshold can be defined

[12]:

𝐸
𝐷
=

𝐶𝑑𝑇

𝛼

, (3)

where 𝑑𝑇 = 𝑇
𝑚
− 𝑇
𝑎
and 𝑇

𝑎
is the ambient temperature, 𝐶 is

the heat capacity of the component, and 𝛼 is the absorption
coefficient of the component.

A threshold for catastrophic cracking can similarly be
defined [12]:

𝐸
𝐷
=

𝐶𝜅𝑆

𝛽𝛼

, (4)

where 𝑆 is the damaging stress and 𝛽 is the volume expansion
coefficient.

2.1.2. Localized Impurity Absorption. Threshold is defined as
the laser fluence when the temperature of matrix material
with absorbers reaches the critical temperature 𝑇

𝑐
due to

local absorption induced by laser beam. A one-dimensional
thermal diffusion model, considering heat conduction as the
dominating energy-dissipation mechanism from the laser-
heated absorber, was first explored in the context of laser
damage by Hopper and Uhlmann [17] and further developed
by other authors [18–20]. According to the approximation of
Feit and Rubenchik [20], assume (1) that absorber thermal
conductivity is much higher than the conductivity of the
matrix and (2) that the temperature is homogeneous inside
the absorber. The temperature of the matrix surrounding the
absorbing particle can be found from the heat equation [21]

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡

= 𝐷∇
2

𝑇 (5)

with boundary conditions at 𝑟 = 𝑎 (particle radius)

𝛼𝐼 (𝑡) = −4𝜅(

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟

)

𝑟=𝑎

+

4

3𝜌𝐶𝑎(𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑟)
𝑟=𝑎

, (6)

where 𝛼, 𝜌, and 𝐶 are absorptivity, mass density, and heat
capacity of the impurity particle, respectively; 𝐷 and 𝜅 are
thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the matrix,
respectively; and 𝐼 is laser intensity.

For the rectangular heating pulse of duration 𝜏, the
solution of (5) is [21]

𝑇 = 𝑇
0
(1 − exp(−4𝐷𝜏

𝑎
2
)) , (7)

where 𝑇
0
= 𝛼𝐹𝑎/4𝜅𝜏, 𝐷 = 3𝜅/4𝜌𝐶, and 𝐹 is laser fluence;

assuming 𝑇 = 𝑇
𝑐
, the threshold fluence from (7) is

𝐹th = 6.3𝑇
𝑐
𝜅√

𝜏

𝛼

√𝐷. (8)

2.2. Electron Avalanche. In semiconductors and insulators,
the generation of free carriers in the conduction band is the
most notable effect induced by laser radiation. Under the
conditions irradiated by high-power laser pulses, the carrier
density can reach 1017–1018 cm−3 which is called plasma.

At long wavelengths and for materials with narrow
band gaps (e.g., semiconductors), thermal excitation is the
dominant carrier generation mechanism [22].

Carriers are also generated by ionization across the band
gap. If the photon energy of laser is larger than the band gap
of material, carriers are generated very efficiently by a one-
photon interband transition.

Transparentmedia are extremely large band gapmaterials
in which photon energy is usually less than the band gap.
Therefore, thermal ionization rarely occurs unless the tem-
perature is extremely high. The mechanisms of free carrier
generation existing in transparent materials are multiphoton
interband transitions [23–26] and impact ionization [25–30].

2.2.1. Multiphoton Interband Transitions. In multiphoton
interband transitions, 𝑛-photons are absorbed simultane-
ously and their total energy exceeds the band gap. The
generalized transition rate for an 𝑛-photon process is written
as [24]

𝑑𝑁
𝑒

𝑑𝑡
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𝜎
(𝑛)

𝑁
0
𝐼
𝑛

(ℎ𝜔)
𝑛

, (9)

where 𝜎(𝑛) is the cross-section for the 𝑛-photon process, 𝑁
0

is the ground-state population density, and 𝐼 is the local
irradiance. Therefore, multiphoton ionization is a relevant
mechanism of carrier generation only for small 𝑛 or for very
intense (i.e., subpicosecond pulse-width) radiation [26].

2.2.2. Impact Ionization. Impact ionization occurs when a
free carrier is accelerated at energy higher than the band gap
by the electromagnetic field [31]. If a free carrier collides with
a lattice atom, the energetic carrier is slowed down while
another electron in the conduction band is excited and an
electron avalanche is initiated. The equation that governs the
generation rate of free carriers shows that the electron density
grows exponentially with time [32]:

𝜕𝑁
𝑒

𝜕𝑡

= 𝑁
𝑒
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𝜕𝑡
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where 𝐸
𝑒
is the energetic carrier kinetic energy and 𝐸

𝑔
the

band gap energy.
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Table 1: The relationships between the pulse length of high power and LID of components.

Laser pulse length Damage mechanisms Damage phenomena
Long pulse Thermal absorption Stress, strain, melting, and ablation
Continuous wave
Short pulse for ns level Impact ionization Micropits, debris
Extremely short pulse for ps level Impact ionization Crater, plasma, and crush
Ultrashort pulse for fs level Multiphoton-assisted impact ionization Crater, plasma, crush, and cracks
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Figure 2: Three typical surface morphologies observed in the laser irradiated areas of fused silica induced by 10.6 𝜇m CO
2
laser irradiation

[37].

Traditional impact ionization holds that if the kinetic
energy of a conduction band electron (CBE) is larger than
the impact ionization threshold, the CBE can knock a valence
band electron out of its band andpromote it to the conduction
band. It seems that traditional impact ionization can happen
only if the kinetic energy of the CBE is larger than the
threshold of the solid [33] and the avalanche coefficient of
impact ionization is a constant with respect to laser intensity
[34]. However, recent detailed experiments [35] show that
the cold avalanche ionization (a CBE can knock out a new
CBE even if the kinetic energy of that CBE is less than the
threshold) exists and the avalanche coefficient changes with
laser intensity.

Deng et al. presented a quantum theory of photon-
assisted impact ionization [36] to explain the cold avalanche
ionization which shows that, in the presence of an intense
laser, the impact ionization threshold is not unique and is
coupled with the multiphoton process which leads to a lower
threshold. Strictly speaking, under intense laser irradiation,
the traditional impact ionization is replaced by photon-
assisted impact ionization. Theoretical and experimental
research in this problem need further development.

2.3. Summary. In general, significant damage would not be
observed for the transparent dielectric with a high band
gap irradiated by low/medium power laser, and LID is only
considered with intense radiation. Besides, mechanisms of
laser-material interaction are dependent on the pulse length
for the much shorter relaxation time of electrons than
the lattice. The relationships between the pulse length of
high-power laser and LID of components are summarized as
shown in Table 1.

3. Experimental Studies and Developments

Materials are available for modern large optics in which the
optical quality is high enough that bulk damage is either
rare or completely absent compared to surface damage. Most
of the observed damage is in the surface and near-surface
of optics, which is associated with defects arising from the
polishing process. What is more prevalent and dangerous is
the rear (exit) surface damage. Therefore, mostly experiment
researches focus on surface and subsurface damage.

3.1. Crater Morphology. Three typical surface morphologies
(see Figure 2) of fused silica induced by 10.6 𝜇m CO

2

laser irradiation are observed [37], showing that obvious
distortion does not occur for the material temperature below
the softening point at low laser power; distortion occurs
with the increase of laser power which means the material
temperature is above the softening point; once the material
temperature reaches the evaporation point, the surface dis-
tortion becomes clearer and a black ring appears around it,
which has been identified as the debris being redeposited or
recondensed from evaporated fused silica [38].

A damage morphology study performed with a 355 nm,
8 ns Nd:YAG laser on the polished fused silica sample [39]
revealed that damage was initiated at micropits on both input
and output surfaces and themicropits generated cracks on the
surface at higher fluences.

Amodel systemwith artificial gold nanoparticles embed-
ded inside the silica film deposited on a fused silica glass
substrate was designed and two types of damage crater
morphology were found in model systems [40–42]. For
relatively shallow absorber locations, shown as a regular
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Figure 3: Characteristic crater morphologies produced by 351 nm, 0.5 ns irradiation of 18.5 nm particles lodged at different depths: (a) regular
crater [40]; (b) complex crater [43].
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Figure 4: Damage craters produced in fused silica by 355 nm, 7.5 ns pulse with 45 J/cm2 fluence: (a) large crater with melted central core and
fractured periphery; (b) magnified image of the central core; (c) cross-sectional profile of the crater shown in (a); (d) small craters produced
by melting and evaporation [44].

crater in Figure 3(a), the damage crater morphology is typical
melting and evaporation and has circular lateral symmetry,
single-cone shape, smooth walls, and an elevated rim due
to melted material flow and resolidification. The second
cratermorphology (complex crater in Figure 3(b)), for deeper
absorber locations, exhibits a double-cone cross-sectional
profile, random lateral shape with sharp corners, and the
absence of an elevated rim, all indicating that the upper
portion of the crater is removed by fracture [43].

Surface-damage morphology of the fused silica glass
finished according to fusion-scale laser specifications and

irradiated by nanosecond pulses at 355 nm wavelength [44]
reveals features similar to those observed in the model
systems. A large crater shown in Figure 4(a) has a clearly
melted core and periphery formed through fracture while
a small crater shown in Figure 4(d) has features (sym-
metry, elevated rim) typical for explosive melting and
evaporation.

The morphology of LID at optical materials has been
discussed extensively. For high fluence 355 nm laser pulse,
the damage craters consist of a molten core region with high
density crater wall, surrounded by a near concentric region of
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Figure 5: Schematics of damage crater morphology [44].

fractured material. The typical damage crater morphology is
shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Damage Growth. When the laser fluence is continuously
increased, damage starts to grow from the output surface
into the bulk [45, 46]. It shows damage depth and damage
diameter in the output surface as a function of the number of
shots. As observed by Pini et al. [47], there are two stages of
damage growth: during stage I, both damage area and damage
depth increase as a function of the number of shots; during
stage II, only damage depth continues to grow.

The analysis of damage growth in fused silica induced
by high fluence ultraviolet 355 nm laser pulses [44, 48]
indicates that damage sites located at the entrance surface
show linear growth with a number of pulses, in contrast to
clearly exponential exit-surface-damage growth, and much
deeper crack propagation appears in the case of exit surface
compared to the entrance surface case. Morphology in the
form of cracks is represented by a concentric fractured shell,
where nonbridging oxygen hole centers are found, and by
different sizes of (micro- and nanoscale) open and closed
radial cracks [44, 48].

The experiments of damage growth on fused silica and
DKDP samples found that, for higher laser fluences, the
number and the emission intensity of the sites where plasma
is formed increase while their size also expands [49]. The
results strongly suggest that the absorbing modified layer as
well as the mechanically modified material including cracks
and crushed material can reignite the damage process.

3.3. Laser Intensity Modulation. Nonabsorbing defects, such
as voids, microcracks, and local stress concentration, can
serve as positive or negative lenses for the incident laser
light [10] due to their refractive index different from the
surrounding medium. The light intensity enhancement is
dependent on the refractive index and geometry of the
defects.

The typical morphology and downstream intensification
effects associated with CO

2
laser mitigation of fused silica

are studied [50]. The results show that the intensification
patterns are related to the elevated rims around the ablation
pit. Control of the rims structure around typical mitigation
sites is crucial in preventing damage to downstream optics.

Runkel et al. constructed a laser-based modulation mea-
surement system which is capable of imaging any plane from
0 to 30 cm downstream from the defect, and modulation

curves generated from these defects will be used to assess the
risk of components to optical damage [51].

3.4. Summary. It is generally recognized that LID in com-
ponents is initiated by the surface and subsurface absorbing
defects. With the intense UV pulse laser, plasmas are emitted
by thermal explosion of microabsorbers, which generates
micropits and debris on the surface. During the subsequent
irradiation, damage sites located at the entrance surface
show linear growth with the number of pulses. However,
exponential damage growth is observed at the exit surface
where crush material and fracture propagation are common
features. In addition, distortion, melting, and even ablation
occur due to thermal effect. And an elevated rim probably
appears around the damage site induced by flow and then
resolidification of melted material. Defects and damages can
lead to the electric field enhancement which reduced the
LIDT.

4. Theoretical Models and Numerical Analysis

To accurately solve the laser damage threshold is very dif-
ficult when temperature dependence of thermal and optical
properties, nonhomogeneous beam spatial profile, phase
transformations of the heated material, and so forth are con-
sidered. Finding an analytical solution becomes impossible
and numerical techniques need to be developed.

For the long pulse or continuous wave, ionization hardly
occurs while thermal absorption is the dominant process.
Temperature evolution, residual stress and strain, andmelting
morphology (if the laser intensity is high enough) can be
estimated using heat conduction model [52].

In the ultrahigh-power, short-pulse laser irradiation,
ionization and plasma generation is the dominant process.
Damage crater formation is similar to crater formation due to
meteorite impact or to underground explosion [53, 54]. First,
thermal explosion indicates the process of plasma fireball
generated by ionization. Then the laser absorption of plasma
inside thematerial is released in different forms. Some energy
drives crashed material movement (fireball growth model),
some is transported by the shock (impact cratering model),
and some is consumed in cracking (brittle-fracture model).

4.1. Thermal Diffusion Model. If only thermal absorption
is concerned, the temperature of material and impurities
increase. Thermal diffusion occurs by conduction and con-
vection, and finally distortion, stress, melting, and even
ablation appear in the material.

This process can be simulated by a finite-elementmethod.
We considered bulk fused silica with a surface heat source
due to the small absorption depth of CO

2
laser radiation [52].

The temperature evolution and residual stress distribution are
estimated, which are consistent with experiments.

The reliability of simulated results is strongly dependent
on the parameters of material, such as heat conductivity and
yield strength, especially in high temperature where the accu-
rate parameters are difficult to obtain. Elhadj et al. described
an experimental and analytical approach to determine the
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temperature dependent intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity
by comparing the experimental data with the calculated data
[55]. The thermal conductivity as a function of temperature
based on this method shows good agreement with reported
one.

4.2. Thermal Explosion and Fireball Growth Model. The size
of damage craters observed at the front and rear surface
can be estimated using the thermal explosion theory [56].
According to this theory, reaching critical temperature in
the vicinity of the absorbing defect leads to the effective
conversion of the defect-surroundingmatrix to the absorbing
medium, rapid heating, and ionization (thermal explosion).
The result is a plasma “fire-ball” formation.

Laser damage growth at optical surface is strongly influ-
enced by laser-plasma interactions. Laser-generated plasma
always expands towards the beam source [32] which means
that at the rear surface the free carrier plasma expands inside
the material while at the front surface it expands in the
atmosphere. Under subsequent laser shots, energy deposition
at the front surface is reduced by the shielding effect of the
plasma. For the rear surface, damage growth occurs by energy
deposition into plasma inside the material (Figure 6). As a
result, LID at rear surface of components is more severe.

For the rear surface, the material inside which plasma
expands can be heated and ionized by laser-plasma inter-
actions and damage growth occurs, which can be estimated
using plasma fireball growth model.

Generation and growth of plasma fireball can be treated
as the hydrodynamic motion of the highly heated and
crashedmaterial leading to crater formation.The explosion is
considered as instantaneous energy deposition and initiates
material motion ina simple hydrodynamic description of
crater formation [57], which agrees well with the experimen-
tal data and verifies the validity of the hypothesis of damage
initiation by small absorbers.

4.3. Impact Cratering Model. Plasma at rear surface of com-
ponents ejects into the material with certain initial kinetic
energy and then the energy is redistributed between plasma
and material. Under subsequent intense irradiation, a strong
shock wave is launched in both plasma and material along
their interface. The resulting pressure vastly exceeds the
strength of material and the plasma penetrates the interface
which leads to component deformation, material crash, and
crater deformation.

A rough estimate of the partition of the initial kinetic
energy of the projectile can be made with the planar impact
approximation [58]. In this approximation, the plasma is
modeled as a sheet of material with specified thickness and
diameter which is launched with some velocity on a flat half-
space of target material [59]. Shock waves develop in the
plasma and the material can be demonstrated, respectively,
and impact crater size can be estimated.

4.4. Brittle-Fracture Model. The experiments on damage
growth carried out at Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL) revealed a reproducible and consistent pattern

Laser

Laser

Plasma

Plasma

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the damage-plasma interaction
with surface material during front and rear surface irradiation [21].

of damage growth [60]: the transverse size of damage sites
increases with the number of pulses in an accelerated way,
and the site size grows mainly by the development of conical
cracks on the periphery of the damage spot.

Cracks may occur when the stress (especially tensile
stress for the lower tensile strength comparing with the
compressive strength of most materials) in brittle material
exceeds the strength. Two approaches produce stress during
laser pulse. One is thermal stress arising from thermal
expansion of heating material and the other is mechanical
stress caused by shock wave after explosion. In the first
case, the microabsorber on the optical surface can be heated
rapidly when irradiated by a long pulse length and high-
power laser. Compressive stress in the surrounding material
is generated by the thermal expansion of absorber during
the heating process and then converted into tensile stress
during the cooling process which can cause cracks in the
brittle material. The strong dependence between the crack
propagation and the cooling rate observed in experiments
[61] exactly indicates that fracture is caused by tensile stress
during cooling process. However, a short-pulse length and
high-power laser is suitable for the second case. A strong
shock wave generated by thermal explosion ofmicroabsorber
located in the rear surface is launched into thematerial which
can lead to deformation and crush of material. When the
shock wave reaches the free surface and reflects back, tensile
stress is generated and easily initiates cracks.

It is noticed that fracture usually does not occur in
the thermal diffusion model. Plastic deformation rather
than fracture occurs due to reduced strength and increased
viscosity when the material temperature arises.

Numerical finite-element calculations using brittle-
fracture models can predict the kinetics of propagation
and final shape of the crack [62]: a cone-shaped crater
after crashed material removal. Another example is
numerical modeling of crack-propagation kinetics [63]:
a 1D hydrodynamic code capable of computing laser-
energy deposition is used as the preprocessor, and a
2D finite-element hydrodynamic code predicts fracture
evolution which shows that crack propagation for the chosen
irradiation parameters has speed of the order of ∼1 km/s,
comparable to the speed of sound.

4.5. Electric Field Enhancement Model. The electric field
enhancement, also known as light intensity modulation,
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Table 2: Theoretical models of laser-induced damage.

Theoretical models Damage mechanisms Applications
Thermal diffusion Intrinsic absorption Stress, strain, melting, and ablation
Thermal explosion Electron avalanche Damage crater initiation
Fireball growth Electron avalanche Damage growth on rear surface
Impact cratering Shock wave due to explosion Damage growth on rear surface

Brittle fracture Impurity absorption Cracks generation and propagation
Shock wave due to explosion

exists in two forms during a light beam as an electro-
magnetic wave through optical materials, that is, nonlinear
self-focusing and constructive interference. Nonlinear self-
focusing arises from heterogeneous refractive index of mate-
rial. Temperature rise, stress, and distortion due to laser
radiation can change the refractive index of material and
make it act like a focusing lens which leads to the electric
field enhancement. A similar situation also occurs for defects
and impurities in the material. Furthermore, the interference
between incident and reflecting light at the interface of
different media, such as material/impurity interface and
material/air interface, can extremely enhance the electric
field. The significant modulations of laser intensity due to
damage craters on the optical surface are detected in the
experiments [10, 50] which remarkably reduce the damage
threshold.

The process of laser radiation can be considered as the
propagation of an electromagnetic wave through material,
which satisfies the Maxwell equations. The 3D finite differ-
ence time domain (FDTD) method can be used to solve the
equations to obtain the electric field intensity distribution.
A study on laser modulation by surface micro-defects on
KH
2
PO
4
crystal [64] shows that the light intensity distri-

bution inside the crystal is badly distorted and modulation
properties are strongly dependent on the defects geometries.
The effects of contamination coating thickness in fused
silica rear surface on the UV laser intensity modulation are
discussed [65], which reveal that light intensity enhancement
factor (LIEF) increases with the contamination thickness,
and the modulation becomes more remarkable with time
for the raise of surface temperature. In [66], the modulation
to incident laser by a Gaussian damage crater on the front
surface of fused silica leads to the annular laser enhancement
on the rear surface which is consistent with the experiments.

4.6. Summary. Self-consistent, comprehensive modeling of
laser damage initiation and growth must include various
physical effects. From the aspect of material, these effects
include plasma generation, the laser interaction with plasma
fireball, fireball expansion, cracks formation and develop-
ment, phase transformations in surrounding materials, and
the flow of crushed material. From the other aspects of laser
beam, the physical effects may include scattering, interfer-
ence, birefringence, self-focusing, and harmonic generation.
The existent modeling includes only a part of these physics
[62, 63]. Themore important thing is that the two aspects are
considered independently, which are actually coupled with

each other. Nevertheless, these models are able to catch some
essential features of damage morphology. A simple summary
of these laser damage models is shown in Table 2.

5. Conclusion

It is impossible to prevent the optical components in large-
aperture laser systems from laser-induced damage at present.
Even initially perfect optics could be damaged due to mis-
handling or contamination during operation.Themethods of
damage growth mitigation must be developed to remove the
modified material from the damage spot and heal the cracks.

Recently developed techniques for surface laser con-
ditioning, contamination removal, and damage mitigation,
such as wet chemical etching, cold plasma etching, CO

2

laser processing, andmicroflame torch processing [67], make
it possible to significantly extend the lifetime of optical
components in high-power laser systems.

Further challenges, related to ever-increasing laser-power
densities, can be met only by means of better understanding
of surface-damage mechanisms. Progress in detailed the-
oretical modeling of extrinsically and intrinsically driven
damage is of crucial importance. In addition, calculation
of multiphysics coupling should be developed especially
between the defects or the modified materials and laser
modulation.
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